New Student Indoctrination Package Frequently Asked Questions

Do I need to do the Medical forms if I have a DODMERB Qual Letter?
If you have a DODMERB qual letter, which should be the result of your DODMETS
Physical, we will need a copy of it. Also we will need you to complete the
2870 for your NSI Package. If no DODMERB qual letter, you will need to do all
3 of the medical forms from the NSI Welcome Email and on the NSI Website.
DDForm 2807-02 shall complete all highlighted sections, disregarding pages 1 and 7,
and provide to your doctor.
AAP PPE Physical Exam form, completed and signed by your doctor.
STANDARD RELEASE:
Candidate signature is ALWAYS required on page two of the standard release form. If
the candidate is under age 18, this form must also be notarized as instructed at the
bottom of page two.
AUTHORIZATION FOR DISCLOSURE OF MEDICAL OR DENTAL INFORMATION
2870:
#4 Period of Treatment: 8 June to 12 Aug 2020.
#5 select both.
#6 leave it all blank.
#8 leave it blank.
#9 Authorization Start Date: 8 June 2020.
#10 leave the pre-filled date that is there.
NSI Security Access Form:
Projected NSI Indoctrination: Unknown.
Projected NSI Graduation Date: Unknown.
How do I get assigned an NSI Iteration?
There are 3 NSI Iterations you can be assigned to, several factors go into determining
your iteration. Please express any scheduling concerns to your NROTC unit at the
university. The unit will let the Candidate Midshipmen Guidance Office (CMGO) know
and the CMGO will attempt to accommodate you. Expect an NSI Iteration Assignment
at the earliest mid-April.

Medical Records: A copy of your medical records is NOT required with your NSI
package. However, do not forget to provide a copy of your immunization record. It does
not have to be placed in a particular format, a copy in whatever format it’s in is
acceptable.

Changing Schools: School changes will be processed until 15 April. The NROTC unit
at your assigned school will process your NSI travel. After you complete NSI you may
once again request school changes. You must include an acceptance letter from your
new university with your college placement change request.
I am currently waiting to see if I will be accepted into the Naval Academy. Should I
still send in the needed documents for NSI or should those documents only be
sent if I am 100% sure that I am doing NROTC? It would be best to begin the NSI
process now. Your scholarship is not activated until you complete NSI and go to your
NROTC unit.
If I have decided to attend the Naval Academy or changed my mind and I am not
accepting an NROTC scholarship, who needs to be notified? The CMGO,
Placement Office, and the NROTC unit at the university you applied to.
Medical Waiver: Scholarship selectees who have been medically disqualified and not
granted a waiver or if they are pending a waiver for certain medical conditions (as
determined by NSTC Medical) will not be allowed to attend NSI.
These students may report to their assigned NROTC units in the fall if still pending or
appealing a medical waiver. If they become medically qualified, they can request an
NSI postponement to activate their scholarship and will be scheduled to attend NSI next
summer.

